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Performing Arts Package

MESA ARTS CENTER PERFORMANCES
Use the links to view videos of the performances!

FALL SEMESTER
Childsplay - Maddi’s Fridge
September 24 & 25, 2019 | Tues—11:50AM Only! Wed—10:00AM only!
Suggested Grades: 1 - 6 | Piper Theater
Maddi and Sofia are best friends. They play in their neighborhood park together. Maddi is really good at
climbing the rock wall, while Sofia is a fast runner. One day Sofia discovers that Maddi has no food in her
fridge at home. Sofia wants to help her friend, but Maddi makes her promise not to tell anyone. What should
Sofia do? Based on the book by Lois Brandt, this play is a gentle, yet sometimes hilarious exploration of
friendship, empathy, and doing the right thing. https://www.childsplayaz.org/maddi

Theater Unspeakable – Moon Shot
September 26 & 27, 2019 | 10:00AM (Only 200 seats left) and 11:50AM
Suggested Grades: 4 + | Piper Theater

MESA ARTS
CENTER

Biggest Story, Smallest Stage. To recreate the story of America’s Apollo 11 lunar landing, seven actors
squeeze onto a 21-square feet stage nearly as tight as NASA’s original Mercury capsules. Using only their
bodies and their voices, this astounding troupe of actors brings to life one of the most daring times in the
history of human exploration: The Space Race. From the Cold War to Sputnik, from Yuri Gagarin to Neil Armstrong, this action-packed show brings the company’s tongue-in-cheek humor to a whole new atmosphere—
one where the rules of gravity no longer apply. http://shawentertainment.com/theater-unspeakable/
https://www.theaterunspeakable.com/

Seating
limits
apply
based on
theater.

ALL
SHOWS
ARE
55-60
MIN

Sugar Skull! A Dia de Los Muertos Musical Adventure presented by Mexico
Beyond Mariachi
October 30 & 31, 2019 | 10:00AM and 11:50AM (Wed—10:00AM only)
Suggested Grades: K-7 | Ikeda Theater
Young Vita thinks her family has gone loco planning a celebration for deceased loved ones. Why throw a party for the dead? But when a candy skeleton on her Abuelita’s cemetery ofrenda suddenly springs to life, Vita
finds herself on a magical, musical journey to unravel the true meaning of Día de los Muertos. Meet Sugar
Skull, a charismatic candy skeleton who dreams of riding the exclusive train to Who-Knows-Where. Along
with her skeletal new friend, Vita dances with ancient ancestors, sings with a sorrowful sorceress.
http://mexicobeyondmariachi.com/

The Science of Magic with Bill Blagg
November 14 & 15, 2019 | 10:00AM and 11:50AM
Suggested Grades: 1-6 | 14th Ikeda Theater , 15th Piper Theater
The Science of Magic takes students on a rare, never-before-seen journey “behind the scenes” of the magic
world. It is designed to excite, educate, intrigue and promote students to think “outside the box” and spawn
their curiosity about how science and the Scientific Method are used by magicians to create the impossible!
http://www.billblagg.com/

MESA ARTS CENTER PERFORMANCES
Use the links to view videos of the performances!

SPRING SEMESTER
Dallas Children’s Theater presents Miss Nelson Has a Field Day
February 3 & 4, 2020 | 10:00AM and 11:50AM
Suggested Grades: K-5 | Ikeda Theater
Return to Horace B. Smedley School where the Smedley Tornadoes have never won a football
game. In fact, they have never even scored a single point! With such a poor record and a team
that is out of control, kind-hearted Miss Nelson comes to the rescue when she enlists the help
of her alter ego, the ill-tempered Miss Viola Swamp, to coach the team and whip them into
shape. Considered by all to be “the meanest substitute teacher in the whole world,” Coach
Swamp applies her trademark discipline to the players’ training, demanding tough exercises
and no back talk. In the end, the team changes their attitude, pulls together, sharpens their
skills, and manages to win the biggest game of the year.

MESA ARTS
CENTER

https://www.holdenarts.org/missnelson

Kennedy Center Theater for Young Audiences on Tour presents Don’t Let Pigeon Drive the Bus! (The Musical)
Seating
limits
apply
based on
theater.

ALL
SHOWS
ARE
55-60
MIN

March 16 & 17, 2020 | 10:00AM and 11:50AM
Suggested Grades: K-3 | Ikeda Theater
Whatever you do, don’t let The Pigeon star in his own musical production! Because it’s not
easy being The Pigeon– you never get to do ANYTHING! But when the Bus Driver has a crisis
that threatens to make her passengers (gasp!) late, maybe that wily bird CAN do something.
Starring an innovative mix of actors, puppets, songs, and feathers, Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive
the Bus! (The Musical) is sure to get everyone’s wings flapping.

https://shawentertainment.com/dont-let-the-pigeon-drive-the-bus-the-musical/

IN-SCHOOL PERFORMANCES
FALL SEMESTER
Igor and the Masters of STEM
- with A Tell-Tale Tale: The stories and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe - Bright Star Touring Theatre
September 16 - 20, 2019
Igor And The Masters Of STEM: (K-3) Now that he has the keys to the lab, Igor has been busy engineering
new and exciting inventions. His latest invention transports ancient and modern day masters of Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math to YOUR stage bringing these STEM masters to life! Meet ancient Egyptian engineer, Khufu the Great, mathematician Pythagoras, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Edison, Madame
Curie and more! Igor and the Masters of STEM works as an amazing STEM adventure!
A Tell-Tale Tale: (4-6) No one tells a story quite like the Great Edgar Allan Poe! In A Tell-Tale Tale these
spooky and clever stories and poems come to life before your very eyes. With a mastery of language that
few can match, Edgar Allan Poe's stories and poems are as impactful today as they were in the 19th century
when they were written. This show blends rich language with expert storytelling to produce a rich language
arts experience for middle grades. Stories include "The Tell-Tale Heart”, '“The Raven, "The Bells" and more!

IN-SCHOOL
SHOWS
Prices
vary by

The Villains Moustache-

Catskill Puppet Theatre

October 21 - 29, 2019
Suggested Grades: K-6
A traditional old-time melodrama set during the heyday of the Old West with historical content and references to the railroads, Vaudeville, hoboes, villains and heroines in distress. Featuring large, animated rod
puppets, full sets and scenery, and musical numbers to create fun, interactive experiences for K-6 students.

performer

The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe -

Mesa Community College

October 25, November 1, 11, 15, 2019
Suggested Grades: K-6

Seating
limit 300

Shows
geared
towards
specific
grade
levels

This dramatization of C.S. Lewis' classic, set in the land of Narnia, creatively displays the magic and mystery
of Aslan, the great lion, his struggle with the White Witch, and the adventures of four children who inadvertently wander from an old wardrobe into the exciting land of Narnia. The action features chases, conflict
and escapes as the witch is determined to keep Narnia in the White Witch’s possession and to end Aslan’s
reign.

Suzette who Set to Sea -

Childsplay, Inc.

November 18 – 22, 2019
Suggested Grades: K-6
In a small seaside village where men build boats and women do not, young Suzette knows she is different she longs for the sea and believes she is meant for something greater than a life on land. So when a miraculous event occurs, Suzette is forced to do the most difficult thing: prove herself worthy of her destiny. Loading her loved ones onto a boat she secretly built, Suzette, she sets to sea. What follows is an adventurous,
imaginative tale exploring courage, community, and the possibility that sometimes it only takes the actions
of a single person to change everything.

IN-SCHOOL PERFORMANCES (Continued)
FALL SEMESTER
Wright Brothers Musical -

Razzle Bam Boom

December 2 – 6, 2019
Suggested Grades: K-6
Razzle Bam Boom presents a humorous take on Orville and Wilbur Wright’s history-changing quest. The
Wright Brothers Musical features original songs, the story of two Ohioans conquering flight, and even a 20foot wingspan onstage model of their original “Flyer” flying machine. Through music and humor, K-6 students will learn of the Wright Brothers’ flying invention, as well as a lesson of perseverance.

SPRING SEMESTER
The Three Little Pigs - with - Opera 101– OperAntics
January 7, 9, 21, 23, February 6, April 28, 30, and May 5, 7 of 2020

IN-SCHOOL
SHOWS
Prices
vary by
performer

Suggested Grades: K-6
A wild and whacky introduction to the world of Opera that students of all ages will fall in love with!
Audience participation is encouraged.
The Three Little Pigs: (K-3) This familiar story is set to the effervescent music of Mozart selected from his
operas: Don Giovanni, The Marriage of Figaro, Cosi fan Tutti, and more.....as a special benefit, the little
porkers demonstrate the value of the library.
Opera 101: Talented singers will lead a class through the terminology and traditions of opera with an emphasis on fun. This is OperAntics’s most requested program, and is sure to change attitudes about opera.

Musical Tool Box Seating
limit 300

Shows
geared
towards
specific
grade
levels

Tetra String Quartet
February 18, 19, March 3, 4, 17, 18, 24, 25 of 2020
Suggested Grades: K-6
The Tetra String Quartet presents an interactive program that moves outside the boundaries of the classical string quartet and invites students to explore a world of styles and sounds. As Tetra interprets music
from around the world, students will listen and identify musical tools that are used to express emotion, tell
a story, or imitate other instruments. Students will join in the performance as a rhythm section, discuss
their ideas about the music, and leave the performance saying, “I didn’t know a string quartet could sound
like that!”

Voices for Good Choices -

Razzle Bam Boom

February 24 - 28, 2020
Suggested Grades: K-6
Citizenship, behavior, respect, responsibility and kindness are addressed in this elementary school assembly by performing duo Razzle Bam Boom. It will motivate your K-6 students to be better citizens and students by involving them onstage (and while in the audience) in fun skits. Mark Beckwith and Obediah
Thomas, perform a dynamic show about good personal character – starring your students! 25 students will
be selected throughout the production to join Mark and Obediah on stage to role-play various scenarios
about respect, kindness, citizenship, bully prevention, perseverance and more.

